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EXPERIENCE JAGUAR APPROVED GEAR

Your Jaguar XJ was designed to handle every twist and turn flawlessly and elegantly. 
With this in mind, our exclusively designed range of Jaguar accessories will live up to 
your high standards and maintain the aesthetics of your Jaguar.

We offer a wide range of stylish and practical interior and exterior accessories to 
suit every lifestyle, whether you’re looking for design features, carrying components, 
wheels, wheel accessories or even specially developed accessory lifestyle packs.

METICULOUSLY DESIGNED AND ENGINEERED

Jaguar accessories are engineered by the same team who designed the car itself. 
They are the experts who understand every intimate detail of your Jaguar.  
Their expertise allows them to create accessories that complement its overall design, 
while optimising performance.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Whilst Jaguar take the utmost care in ensuring that all details in this publication are correct at the time 
of going to press, we are constantly striving for improvement and therefore reserve the right to alter 
specifications and equipment without notice. Details of specifications and equipment are also subject 
to change to suit local market conditions and requirements, and not all products are available in every 
market. Some vehicles are shown with accessories or optional equipment fitted. Please note all pricing 
correct at time of print, please consult your local Jaguar Retailer. The colours reproduced here are  
subject to the limitations of the printing process and may therefore vary slightly from the actual vehicle. 
For further information on accessories and the latest accessory lifestyle films, please visit gear.jaguar.com
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TESTED TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS

All Jaguar accessories are rigorously tested and inspected to ensure absolute quality and  
lasting driving pleasure. They meet the exacting standards you expect from Jaguar while 
working in total harmony with your car.

Accessories are tested in extreme hot and cold temperatures to ensure they will perform  
in all conditions, year round. Corrosion resistance testing ensures accessories can withstand 
demanding climates such as coastal conditions, while a series of tests ensures seamless 
integration with your Jaguar’s existing safety features.

Accessories are also put through their paces via bespoke testing specific to their design, function 
and the materials from which they're made. Exterior accessory testing, for example, includes: 

–  Exposure to up to two years of direct sunlight known as ‘Florida Weathering’
–  Heat Ageing Test for 500 hours
–  Extreme Heat Test ranging from -40°C to 80°C
–  Heat Shock Testing during which parts are cooled to -40°C for 16 hours,  

then heated to 70°C for 5 minutes 
–  Humidity Resistance Test where accessories are subjected to 168 hours at  

48°C in 95-100% humidity
–  Accelerated Environmental Cycle Testing comprising a relentless barrage of salt,  

dirt and dust to simulate a lifetime of real world driving

QUALITY ASSURED

For additional peace of mind, all 
Jaguar accessories come with a 
minimum 24 month warranty. 
Or can be covered under your 
vehicle’s existing warranty if they’re 
purchased within the first month of 
ownership or 1,000 miles (whichever 
comes first).

For further information  
on accessories please visit  
gear.jaguar.com
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EXTERIOR
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1. MIRROR COVER
Chrome mirror covers accentuate the stylish design 
of the exterior mirrors. Left and right side options 
available.

2. SPLASH GUARDS
Jaguar branded front splash guards complement 
the lines of your vehicle, reduce spray and provide 
protection from dirt and stone chippings.

3. ALL-WEATHER CAR COVER
All-weather tailored cover for the XJ with the Jaguar logo. 
Protect your XJ from the elements, including showers, frost and 
dust. Quick and easy to fit. 
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART  
NUMBER PRICE

All-Weather Car Cover All-weather tailored cover for the XJ with the Jaguar logo. Protect your XJ 
from the elements, including showers, frost and dust. Quick and easy to fit. 

LWB only C2D8821 £360

SWB only C2D7599 £360

Splash Guards Jaguar branded front splash guards complement the lines of your vehicle, 
reduce spray and provide protection from dirt and stone chippings. 

Front C2D8498 £76

Rear C2D8499 £76

Mirror Cover Chrome mirror covers accentuate the stylish design of the exterior mirrors. 
Left and right side options available. 

Chrome, Left Side C2D5489 £99

Chrome, Right Side C2D5488 £99

EXTERIOR STYLING AND PROTECTION

Price includes VAT and Retailer fitting costs. Prices are subject to change. Please contact your Retailer for latest pricing.
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1. GEARSHIFT PADDLES – 
ALUMINIUM
Replacement steering wheel 
gearshift paddles offered in a 
premium aluminium material 
providing a high quality finish to 
a key contact point in the vehicle. 
Manufactured from billet machined 
aluminium, the paddles are hand 
brushed for a premium finish and 
anodised to ensure they will not 
deteriorate with wear.

2. SPORTS PEDAL COVERS
Made from stainless steel and rubber, the 
pedal kit fits securely over existing pedals for 
a contemporary, sporting appearance.

3. PREMIUM SEAT BACK STOWAGE
Bespoke seat back stowage offered in a premium high 
quality leather material provides a neat stowing solution 
in the cabin area for small/handheld items. Features 
embossed Jaguar branding and high quality synthetic 
materials for interior compartments.

4. INTAGLIO
To add a further degree of individuality, add a Jaguar 
branded Intaglio to the front of the XJ’s cabin.

6. LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT 
LUXURY CARPET MAT 
Luxurious soft luggage mat in Jet Black 
with the Jaguar logo. Deep premium 
2,050g/m2 pile with nubuck edging and 
Dove contrast stitch.

7. SILL TREADPLATES
Elegantly styled aluminium sill treadplates 
illuminate when the driver or passenger 
doors are opened. Highlighted by soft 
phosphor blue lighting.

8. HEADREST MOUNTED 
COAT HANGER
The Jaguar coat hanger is a 
headrest mounted solution 
featuring Jaguar branding 
and a chromed 'spring fit' 
construction. Mounting simply 
and securely this coat hanger 
is easy to fit and remove and 
provides a convenient stowage 
point to keep clothing wrinkle 
free.

9. IPAD® HOLDER
Jaguar branded iPad® holder mounts to 
front seat headrests providing a flexible 
solution for rear seat entertainment. Quick 
release design ensures iPad® can be fitted 
or removed quickly and easily.

10. FLEXIBLE LUGGAGE RETAINER
Provides a neat stowage solution to help 
secure luggage or other items within the 
luggage compartment area.

11. RUBBER MATS
Hard wearing Jaguar branded rubber mats 
provide added protection for your vehicle's 
carpets.

5. LUGGAGE 
COMPARTMENT 
FINISHER – ILLUMINATED 
Outlining the luggage 
compartment with laser thin 
phosphor blue lines of light 
this stylish Jaguar branded 
stainless steel finisher fills the 
area with a cool distinctive 
glow.
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INTERIOR STYLING

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART  
NUMBER PRICE

Luggage Compartment Finisher 
– Illuminated 

Outlining the luggage compartment with laser thin phosphor blue lines of 
light this stylish Jaguar branded stainless steel finisher fills the area with a 
cool distinctive glow.

C2D30460 £163

Luggage Compartment Luxury 
Carpet Mat

Luxurious soft luggage mat in Jet Black with the Jaguar logo. Deep premium 
2,050g/m2 pile with nubuck edging and Dove contrast stitch. C2D7450 £163

Sport Pedal Covers Made from stainless steel and rubber, the pedal kit fits securely over existing 
pedals for a contemporary, sporting appearance. C2D8416 £116

Gearshift Paddles – Aluminium 

Replacement steering wheel gearshift paddles offered in a premium 
aluminium material providing a high quality finish to a key contact point in the 
vehicle. Manufactured from billet machined aluminium, the paddles are hand 
brushed for a premium finish and anodised to ensure they will not deteriorate 
with wear.

T2R6547MMU £389

Intaglio To add a further degree of individuality, add a Jaguar branded Intaglio to  
the front of the XJ’s cabin. 

Graphite C2D12040 £99

Ian Callum's Signature C2D17977 £189

Jaguar Union Jack C2D14681 £70

Personalised C2D14682 £489

Sill Treadplates Elegantly styled aluminium sill treadplates illuminate when the driver or 
passenger doors are opened. Highlighted by soft phosphor blue lighting.  

Illuminated, Front, Left Side C2D30455 £157

Illuminated, Front, Right Side C2D30454 £157

Illuminated, LWB, Rear, 
Left Side C2D48820 £152

Illuminated, LWB, Rear, 
Right Side C2D48822 £152

lluminated, SWB, Rear, Left 
Sidel C2D48821 £152

Illuminated, SWB, Rear, 
Right Side C2D48819 £152

INTERIOR PROTECTION

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART  
NUMBER PRICE

Flexible Luggage Retainer Provides a neat stowage solution to help secure luggage or other items 
within the luggage compartment area. C2D49365 £34

Luggage Compartment  
Rubber Liner 

This premium liner tailored specifically for your vehicle will protect the 
luggage compartment floor with a raised lip around the edges to protect  
the side walls. Light and durable, it is easily removable for cleaning. 

C2D15159 £144

Rubber Mats Hard wearing Jaguar branded rubber mats provide added protection for  
your vehicle's carpets. 

Front, C2D7784 £95

Rear, LWB C2D27142 £97

Price includes VAT and Retailer fitting costs. Prices are subject to change. Please contact your Retailer for latest pricing.
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FUNCTION AND TECHNOLOGY

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART  
NUMBER PRICE

Headrest Mounted Coat Hanger* 

The Jaguar coat hanger is a headrest mounted solution featuring Jaguar branding 
and a chromed 'spring fit' construction. Mounting simply and securely this coat 
hanger is easy to fit and remove and provides a convenient stowage point to keep 
clothing wrinkle free.

C2Z23416 £49

Premium Seat Back Stowage*

Bespoke seat back stowage offered in a premium high quality leather material 
provides a neat stowing solution in the cabin area for small/handheld items. 
Features embossed Jaguar branding and high quality synthetic materials for 
interior compartments.

C2Z24589 £194

iPad® Holder*
Jaguar branded iPad® holder mounts to front seat headrests providing a flexible 
solution for rear seat entertainment. Quick release design ensures iPad® can be 
fitted or removed quickly and easily. 

C2Z22935 £185

Battery Conditioner

Diagnoses, monitors and maintains the battery at optimum levels ensuring 
prolonged battery life and reliability. Features integrated wiring and a dedicated 
DIN socket within the luggage compartment area, providing convenience and  
ease of use.   

C2P24103 £177

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART  
NUMBER PRICE

First Aid Kit Treat minor injuries with this comprehensive first aid kit. C2A1287 £49

SAFETY

*Not available with rear seat entertainment  
Price includes VAT and Retailer fitting costs. Prices are subject to change. Please contact your Retailer for latest pricing.
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WHEELS AND WHEEL ACCESSORIES

1. SNOW TRACTION SYSTEM 
Improved mobility in snow,  
mud and icy driving conditions  
with this high-grip snow chain  
traction system. Fits the rear  
wheels only.

2. SNOW SOCK WINTER TRACTION 
AID
An innovative lightweight textile snow and 
ice traction aid for use on roads in winter 
conditions. Easy and quick to attach, 
packs down for easy stowage. Fitment to 
all four wheels is recommended.

3. LOCKING WHEEL NUTS – CHROME
Protect your wheels with custom designed  
high-security Chrome locking wheel nuts. 

4. WHEEL CLEANER –  
500ML TRIGGER SPRAY
Jaguar and Autoglym have collaborated 
to develop and rigorously test a unique 
high performance wheel cleaner. This 
specially formulated alloy wheel cleaner is 
the only wheel cleaning product approved 
as compliant with Jaguar’s exacting 
technical requirements and is officially 
recommended for all Jaguar vehicles.

5. STYLED VALVE CAPS 
Add the finishing touch to your 
vehicle's wheels with a range of 
unique custom valve caps.

6. WHEEL CENTRE BADGE –  
UNION JACK
A distinctive monochrome centre  
badge featuring the Jaguar logo  
with a Union Jack design providing  
a British twist.
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART  
NUMBER PRICE

18" Meru

Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.*

C2D4497 £1,892

19" Aleutian C2D4499 £2,312

20" Amirante C2D7439 £2,588

20" Kasuga C2D4245 £2,660

20" Kasuga, with Polished finish C2D9177 £2,932

20" Orona C2D7283 £2,660

20" Orona, with Polished finish C2D7285 £2,932

20" Maroa C2D25859 £4,096

Jaguar Logo Wheel Nuts Enhance the look of your vehicle's wheels with Jaguar branded  
wheel nuts.

Black C2D20073 £219

Chrome C2D20072 £213

Locking Wheel Nuts Protect your wheels with custom designed high-security locking  
wheel nuts. C2C9198 £78

Snow Sock Winter Traction Aid
An innovative lightweight textile snow and ice traction aid for use on 
roads in winter conditions. Easy and quick to attach, packs down for 
easy stowage. Fitment to all four wheels is recommended.

Pack 695 C2D20229 £94

Pack 697 C2D20230 £88

Snow Traction System Improved mobility in snow, mud and icy driving conditions with this 
high-grip snow chain traction system. Fits the rear wheels only. C2D29138 £452

Styled Valve Caps Add the finishing touch to your vehicle's wheels with a range of unique 
custom valve caps.

Black Jack C2D19598 £39

Jaguar Logo C2D19596 £39

R-Type Logo C2D19597 £39

Union Jack C2D19599 £38

Tyre Pressure Gauge 

Digital tyre pressure gauge which stores recommended pressure and 
has a 360° rotating nozzle to locate tyre valve, LED light, tread depth 
gauge, measuring in psi, bar, kpa, kg/cm2 and comes complete with 
storage case.

C2P24751 £31

Wheel Centre Badges** 

A distinctive red wheel centre badge featuring Jaguar Logo branding 
and offered for all available wheels. C2D12326 £124

A distinctive monochrome centre badge featuring the Jaguar logo 
with a Union Jack design providing a British twist. T2R5513 £80

 *For full applicability please speak to your Jaguar Retailer. Price shown is for four wheel rims only, excludes fitment of tyre to rim and wheel centre badges. 
**Price shown for a set of four.

WHEELS AND WHEEL ACCESSORIES

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART  
NUMBER PRICE

Wheel Cleaner – 500ml Trigger Spray 

Jaguar and Autoglym have collaborated to develop and rigorously test 
a unique high performance wheel cleaner. This specially formulated 
alloy wheel cleaner is the only wheel cleaning product approved 
as compliant with Jaguar’s exacting technical requirements and is 
officially recommended for all Jaguar vehicles.

C2D20074 £12

Wheel Cleaner Brush This shaped wheel cleaner brush is specifically designed to the 
contours of your vehicle's wheels. C2D16488 £16

Price includes VAT and Retailer fitting costs. Prices are subject to change. Please contact your Retailer for latest pricing.
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